[Single port access laparoscopy: a review of the most recent development in minimally invasive surgery].
Nowadays laparoscopy is the approach of choice for the majority of abdominal pathologies. As the emphasis on minimising the technique continues, new methods as natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) and, just recently, single port access surgery (SPA) are evolving rapidly. SPA may represent the next generation of minimally invasive surgery as it combines some of the cosmetic advantage of the natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) and allows the performance of the surgical procedure with standard surgical instruments. To perform SPA, the abdomen is approached through a 2 cm incision via the umbilicus and a single-port access device is inserted as sole access to the abdomen. Depending on the single-port system, usually a multichannel cannula, two or three laparoscopic instruments can be used at the same time. The special design of the channels prevents gas leakage while changing instruments. There is also an extra channel for the gas insufflation and an additional element for retracting the abdominal wall. Single-port laparoscopic procedures are safe and feasible. Tissue trauma and port-related complications such as organ damage, adhesions, bleedings, wound infections and hernias could be decreased and the cosmesis is comparable with that of NOTES. Additional experience and continued investigation are warranted.